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Abstract—Decision support nowadays is more and more tar-
geted to large scale complicated systems and domains. The suc-
cess of a decision support system relies mainly on its capability of
processing large amounts of data and efficiently extracting useful
knowledge from the data, especially knowledge which is previously
unknown to the decision makers. With a large scale system, tra-
ditional knowledge acquisition models become inefficient and/or
more biased, due to the subjectivity of the experts or the pre-as-
sumptions of certain ideas or algorithmic procedures. Today, with
the rapid development of computer technologies, the capability of
collecting data has been greatly advanced. Data becomes the most
valuable resource for an organization. This paper presents a fun-
damental framework toward intelligent decision support by ana-
lyzing a large amount of mixed-mode data (data with a mixture of
continuous and categorical values) in order to bridge the subjec-
tivity and objectivity of a decision support process. By considering
significant associations of artifacts (events) inherent in the data as
patterns, we define patterns as statistically significant associations
among feature values represented by joint events or hypercells in
the feature space. We then present an algorithm which automati-
cally discovers statistically significant hypercells (patterns) based
on: 1) a residual analysis, which tests the significance of the devia-
tion when the occurrence of a hypercell differs from its expectation,
and 2) an optimization formulation to enable recursive discovery.
By discovering patterns from data sets based on such an objective
measure, the nature of the problem domain will be revealed. The
patterns can then be applied to solve specific problems as being
interpreted or inferred with. Classifiers can be developed, prob-
abilistic density functions can be estimated, association rules can
be generated and pattern based data query can be formulated. It
presents a data driven system and a process from data to patterns
and from patterns to applicable rules/models for decision support.

Index Terms—Classification, clustering, data mining, decision
support, event association, pattern discovery, residual analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

T ODAY, intelligent decision support based on artificial
intelligence, knowledge-based reasoning, data mining,

data fusion, decision analysis, and optimization is more and
more targeted to large scale complicated systems and domains
[1]–[4]. The success of an intelligent decision support system
relies significantly on its capability of processing large amounts
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of data and extracting useful knowledge from it, especially
when patterns and knowledge are previously unknown to the
decision makers. With the rapid development of computer
technologies, the capability of collecting data has been greatly
advanced. Now, more than ever, data is better organized and
can be easily accessed for retrieval and analysis; a valuable
resource for an organization. However, extracting information
and knowledge contained in the data is still a very difficult
problem, especially when the system is limited by legacy data
storage format and by a lack of expert knowledge about the
data, the visualization and the inefficiency of data mining tools
and by there being too much customization. A major concern
in the scientific and business world is to avoid DRIP (data rich
information poor) [5] embarrassment. “How to get relevant
information or to discover useful knowledge from a horrendous
mass of data?”

Knowledge discovery in databases is the nontrivial process of
identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately un-
derstandable patterns in data. Data mining is a step of knowl-
edge discovery process consisting of particular algorithms to
produce patterns. However, when data mining is applied in de-
cision support, often information extracted from the data could
be biased by the prior perception of a problem. A user may use
the traditional data mining tools [3], [6] to obtain supporting
evidences to confirm, or refute his/her preconceived ideas, yet
he/she cannot be assured that there are no other comparable, or
even better solutions to the problem and/or something important
is missing in the search. For a complex problem with large size
data, traditional knowledge acquisition and data mining models
become obviously inefficient. They are likely to be biased due
to the subjectivity dominated by the experts or the pre-assump-
tions of certain ideas and algorithmic procedures. Usually a long
iterative trial and error process is used and that could be tedious,
frustrating, and confusing.

The rationale of the current approaches is to provide a sys-
tematic way to prune the search space so as to acquire deci-
sion or classificatory rules inherent in the data. In most of the
existing systems, accessory processes, such as pre-processing,
data cleansing, filtering, attribute reduction are included [1] in
order to remove noises, to bring out more relevant informa-
tion from the data and to reduce the search space. These ap-
proaches allow users to mine from data what they would like to
know or verify, using queries, or rules acquired from the training
data specific to the pre-set classification, or query goals. They
have to depend on prior knowledge, selected decision param-
eters and/or preconceived classificatory framework. Neverthe-
less, they are unable to discover new patterns and knowledge
so as to provide a more objective and broader support base for
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decision-making. Such processes could be very biased and usu-
ally involve long iterative search and examination-re-examina-
tion process. For large databases with unanticipated variations,
this would be slow to produce useful results. Furthermore, three
other related issues are also of concern to the decision-makers.
They are: the flexibility and versatility of the pattern discovery
process; the transparency of the supporting evidences, and; the
processing speed.

For flexibility and versatility, most decision makers do not
want just a single “optimal” solution. They would like to know
other comparable alternatives and their relative merits. Some-
times they would even like to shift their decision goal or pa-
rameters a little so as to have a broader assessment base of the
situation. Hence, too rigid a decision framework, or too narrow
a set of decision rules or parameters, may not serve them com-
fortably.

For transparency, a decision maker would not be too comfort-
able relying on a black box for a final answer, but would rather,
like to know in greater details what the underlying supporting
evidences and their statistical significance could be. From the
deterministic, or statistical patterns, that come to his awareness,
he may like to draw inferences not only from the revealed pat-
terns, but also from other external supporting evidences, so that
he might come up with a comprehensive explanation or interpre-
tation of the problem. In our view, it is only when the discovered
patterns can be interpreted, explained, rationalized, confirmed,
and made explicit, can they become verifiable knowledge. Oth-
erwise, they are simply statistical patterns with limited value to
a decision maker.

The speed of the pattern and rule extraction process is often
crucial to a decision making process. This is true, not only be-
cause of the imminent response often required for a quick deci-
sion, but also that interactive processes are often needed in the
incremental information and knowledge extraction process for a
comprehensive decision. In view of this, it is indeed difficult for
the decision makers to have an interactive exploratory process
if they have to wait for hours, or even minutes, for an interme-
diate solution. In many situations, based on what they learn or
discover from the explicit patterns displayed on the screen, they
could make a judicial decision or they may like to look further
into the data to discover more supporting evidences.

In summary, if machine intelligence could be used comfort-
ably by the decision makers, it must be able to

1) discover multiple patterns from a database without re-
lying on prior knowledge, so as to provide comprehen-
sive, exhaustive, and unbiased supporting evidences;

2) cope with multiple and flexible decision scenarios and
objectives;

3) provide explicit discovered patterns and rules associated
to their problem of concern for interpretation, so as to
enhance their understanding of the problem; and

4) render a high-speed interactive mode for information and
knowledge extraction from the data.

To respond to these needs, a pattern discovery approach has
been advanced [7]–[9]. Primarily data-driven, this approach is
able to discover in an unbiased and exhaustive manner, statis-
tically significant event or data associations (known as high

order patterns) automatically, and to generate from them deci-
sion rules, classificatory modules for categorization, classifica-
tion, prediction, and forecasting. A novel and unique feature of
this system is that it is able to discover multiple explicit patterns
of high order very fast, and rank them according to their sta-
tistical significance for interpretation, comparison, and assess-
ment so that greater understanding of the data can be achieved
and thereby better decisions can be made. Within this theoret-
ical framework, a software system1 has been implemented. Sur-
rounding such core technology, many new modules are devel-
oped in support of decision making. This includes attribute clus-
tering, entity clustering [10], class-dependent discretization of
continuous data [11], classification [9], and forecasting [12],
[13]. In this paper, we emphasize on the new theoretical de-
velopment and demonstrate the performance of the proposed
framework, especially that in real-world problems. Because the
pattern discovery approach presented in this paper evolves es-
sentially and mostly from our work over the last twenty five
years, a brief historical background, rationale, and description
of the system is given in next section.

II. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OFPATTERN DISCOVERY

To discover patterns from data started in the seventies, the first
author attempted to search for a quantitative basis of information
measures and statistical patterns from bio-molecular data [14],
[15], English text [16], digital images [17], [18], and biomed-
ical and clinical data [19], [20]. With the belief that informa-
tion in biomolecule sequences is coded for biomolecule struc-
tures and functions, an endeavor was made to obtain quantitative
information measures and statistical patterns in biomolecules.
Biomolecule data was chosen, so as to provide empirical evi-
dences that information can indeed be measured, and statistical
patterns be found in biomolecule code sequence to reveal the
underlying biochemical and taxonomic characteristics of an en-
semble of molecules such as cytochrome c from different spices.
Later, along this line of thought, quantitative measures of infor-
mation were found in English texts [16] and images [17], [18]
based on how the data deviated from equal-probability and in-
dependence mode. This formed the early basis of our pattern
discovery approach. Later, based on this concept, pattern recog-
nition methods for discrete valued and continuous data were
developed with applications in biological signal analysis [19],
[21], and clinical diagnosis and prognosis [19], [20], [22], [23].

In the late seventies and early eighties, we realized that if the
dimension of a relational database was large, the definition of
patterns in the classical pattern recognition framework might not
be too meaningful, for in the database, attributes might form in-
terdependent groups and these groups could be independent of
each other. Hence the concepts of classification and clustering
based on pattern vectors broke down. Soon database partitioning
was proposed [24], [25] which attempted first to cluster the at-
tributes into interdependent groups according to the interdepen-
dence measure from information theory before clustering the
entities of each group into subgroups. In that sense, each sub-
group reflected local patterns based on the notion of attribute

1discover*e, developed by Pattern Discovery Software Systems Ltd.
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interdependency. Later, various pattern recognition methodolo-
gies were developed [26]–[28]. They are still based on the in-
terdependency of features as random variables or restriction of
random variables. In the nineties, we shifted our pattern recog-
nition paradigm from the variable level to event level based on
event associations although only second order event associa-
tions was addressed in the early days with APACS [29].

To overcome the limitation of APACS, which is based on first
order relationship, a higher order pattern discovery is designed
[7], [9] for discrete data sets. In our method, patterns inherent
in data are defined as statistically significant associations of two
or more primary events of different attributes. To detect patterns
from data with noise,adjusted residualanalysis in statistics is
engaged. It guarantees (with a fixed confidence level) that the
patterns detected are significant. The discovered high order pat-
terns can then be used to support decision making tasks such as
classification and clustering. At the same time, high order pat-
tern discovery with continuous data was also being advanced.
In [8], events in continuous space are defined as Borel sets and
the pattern discovery process is formulated as an optimization
problem which recursively partitions the sample space for the
best set of significant events. Tasks such as classification and
probability density estimation can be easily performed when the
patterns have been discovered. Significant results on both arti-
ficial and real-world data have been obtained. These automatic
pattern discovery methodologies become ideal tools to support
various types of decision making tasks.

In this paper, we present the new development along the path
and the extension of pattern discovery theories and methodolo-
gies in a new framework as mixed-mode data analysis for de-
cision support. It includes: the discovery of significant patterns
that may interest the decision maker and, interpreting and infer-
encing with patterns for decision support. We give the details of
various operations related to a decision making process.

III. D ATA, EVENTS AND PATTERNS

The purpose of pattern discovery, be it referred to as concep-
tual clustering [30], [31], or rule induction [32], is to find the
relations among the attributes and/or among their values. We
seek to find events whose occurrences are significantly different
from those based on a “default” model. Thus, the co-occurrence
of events detected may reflect the nature of the data set and pro-
vide useful information for future inferences and reasoning. We
call these relationships patterns. Formal definitions will be given
later.

Consider, our problem domain is described byattributes
(variables, or features), each of which can assume values
from its own domain, be it real or a finite alphabet. Let

represent this attribute set. Then each at-
tribute, , , can be seen as a random variable taking
on values from its domain . For a continuous attribute,
and for a categorical (discrete) attribute, ,
where is the cardinality of the alphabet.

A. Generalized Event

In pattern discovery, we are concerned, in general, with high
dimensional data. To draw an equivalence with probability

theory, we simply consider an -dimensional data point,
either an observation or a measurement, as the outcome of
an imaginary experiment on our problem domain. Denote an
experimental outcome as. The set of all possible outcomes is
the sample space,, and may be finite or uncountably infinite.

When the sample space is finite, an event is defined as a subset
of . This subset may consist of a single event in which it is
called an elementary event. If the subset is empty, it is called
a null event. For events in a finite sample space, probabilities
are assigned to elementary events. The axioms of probability
are then easily satisfied. In pattern discovery, this definition of
events applies when the data of interests is discrete. The dis-
crete nature of the data may be manifested in two ways, a finite
number of numerical values or a finite number of categorical
labels. In the latter case, the data is symbolic. In either cases,
the values are composed of the alphabet of the variable and an
event consists of either one (primary event) or more (compound
event) of the values in the alphabets [7].

For continuous data, the sample space is generally taken
to be the -dimensional Euclidean space, . Clearly, this
sample space consists of an uncountable number of outcomes.
The use of elementary events becomes intractable, especially
when defining probabilities. Instead, events are defined to
be subsets of which form a Borel -field, [8]. A
Borel -field is the collection of all rectangles in , where a
rectangle is defined as a subset of if it has the form

(1)

where and . Equivalently, the
Borel -field is the smallest -field containing all rectangles.
The sets in the Borel fields are the Borel sets, which include
rectangles and countable unions and intersections of rectangles.
An example can be seen in Fig. 1.

There are two advantages of defining events in this way. First,
there is a nice geometric perspective. In Fig. 1 we see that events
are just hyper-rectangles, or countable unions, or intersections
of hyper-rectangles. Secondly, a probability measure can now be
assigned to events without violating the axioms of probability.

In real world applications, however, we will have a sample
space containing both discrete and continuous variables. That
is to say, some of the attributes or variables take values from
Euclidean space and others from finite alphabets. We then ex-
tend the concept of Borel field to mixed-mode space . The
extended Borel -field becomes the hyper-field, which is the
collection of all hypercells in . The following definitions
then follow.

Definition 1: Consider the sample space . Let

if
if is discrete

A hypercell of is called a hypercell if it has the form

For dimensions defined on the , this can be visualized as
a hyper rectangle like in Fig. 1. For a dimension (called cat-
egorical dimension) defined on a finite set of discrete values, we
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Fig. 1. Example of events in< .

could imagine an as a finite set of discrete values (or categor-
ical labels) assigned to subsets of a point set that make up the
event space. Each label can be considered as a categorical label
of a particular category. In that sense, it is not only the hyper
rectangles that define events but also various subsets of cate-
gorical labels for various types of categories in the categorical
dimensions. An event can then be visualized as a point that falls
within a hyper rectangle and also bears values of various cat-
egorical dimensions. This is formally defined in the next para-
graph.

The -field generated by the collection of all hypercells in
is the hyper -field of . As in the continuous case, the

hyper -field is the smallest -field containing all hypercells.
The sets in the field are called hyper sets. Hyper sets include
hypercells and countable unions and intersections of hypercells.

Definition 2: An eventin is a hyper set.
Apart from its location in space, a few other quantities of an

event are also defined.
Definition 3: Thevolumeof an event is the hypervolume of

the -dimensional subspace occupied by the event.
Suppose we have a data set from a sample space

.
Definition 4: Theobserved frequency, , of an event in

the sample space is the number of data points that fall within
the volume of . If we denote as the finite set of
points falling inside the volume of , then , where

denotes cardinality.
Definition 5: Theprobabilityof an event is intuitively es-

timated by the proportion of data points contained in the event

(2)

B. Pattern

Within the classical pattern recognition framework (including
artificial neural network), patterns are usually referred to as
pattern vectors in the -dimensional feature space. When the
problem is small and can be contained, it may be possible to
isolate a set of features for the purpose of a specific analysis. A
database usually records information not confined to a partic-
ular interest or a specific problem domain. Some of the features

may not be related to each other. In view of this, as observed
in [24], [25], classification or clustering of the data may not be
meaningful. Although, for solving a specific problem, selecting
an optimal subset of features from a large data set has been pro-
posed, yet in reality, such an approach faces many challenges.
On one hand, the diversity of the real world situation often man-
ifests that the subset of optimal features for one group may not
be the same for the other and within the feature groups some of
the feature values could be irrelevant to the problem or simply
noise. On the other hand, when dimensionality is high, selecting
optimal subset with no prior knowledge is very difficult. In our
view, what actually makes up the patterns for a certain class
(or group) are the significant event associations inherent in the
data of that class or group. It is this group of event associations
which make up the pattern vectors pertaining to a class. Sta-
tistical event associations discovered in a data set are the most
fundamental set of information in the database or the data set.
Hence, we consider patterns as associations. Here below we will
give the formal definitions.

Definition 6: Let be the sample space and be a test
statistic corresponding to a specified discovery criterion. Let

be the critical value of the statistical test at a significant level
of . A patternis an event that satisfies the condition

(3)

The test statistic measures the degree to which an event
satisfies the objective of the discovery. If the test statistic is
2-tailed, three types of events can be identified, according to the
value of .

1) —The event , as defined above, is a positive
pattern, or a positive significant event.

2) —The event is an insignificant
event.

3) —The event is a negative significant
event, which are contrary to the discovery objective.

With a 1-tailed test statistic, only insignificant and positive
significant events are applicable.

Any event of dimension can be interpreted as the
joint occurrence of lower dimensional events. This leads to the
following simple definition [7]:

Definition 7: An event associationis a significant joint oc-
currence of low-dimensional events. In particular, any-di-
mensional event ( ) can be considered an event associ-
ation, composed of one-dimensional events.

Fig. 2 demonstrates an event as a hypercell in a three–dimen-
sional (3-D) space. The event can also be viewed as the joint
occurrence of three 1-D intervals (for continuous variable) or
values (for discrete variable), , , and .

To illustrate a hypercell of mixed-mode data, let us consider
a four-dimensional mixed-mode space , with the first three
dimensions as those given in Fig. 2 and the fourth dimension
assuming categorical values, say . We could
consider an event as an association, say, of .

We appreciate that terms such as “pattern,” “significant
event” and “event association” share the same meaning, but
with variation in interpretation. While the word “pattern” has
intuitive appeal, its statistical basis is intimately implied by
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Fig. 2. Three-dimensional event association.

the term “significant event.” On the pragmatic front, “event
association” offers a geometric perspective, which will be
useful in interpreting discovery results.

IV. PATTERN DISCOVERY

With the definitions of event and pattern, pattern discovery
becomes a process of searching significant events in the sample
space. Theoretically, candidate events may lie anywhere in the
sample space. In practice, we restrict the search to a compact
subspace of the sample space as demarcated by the available
samples.

Definition 8: Suppose we have a data set with sample space
. Pattern Discoveryis the search for significant events (hyper-

cells) in a compact subspace of the sample spacedemarcated
by the available data set.

This definition covers a wide range of data driven, statistics
based decision support approaches. For example, trees (decision
trees, dependence trees, CART, etc.) and neural networks can be
viewed as inherently event discovery mechanisms.

Recall that decision trees partition the sample space into sub-
regions each time a node splits. Suppose the sample space is
mixed-mode. At a given node, if is continuous, the range of
a variable undergoes a binary split, say, and ,
where is some scalar value. Ifis discrete, the variable also
undergoes a binary split, say, and . Whatever
the type of the variable, the subregion corresponding to node
is then partitioned into two smaller regions. The continuation of
this process successively demarcates regions of space. Hence,
the subspace, delineated by tree leaves, represents a subspace
with maximally homogeneous class composition. Whereas, the
subspace is simply a hypercell.

In neural networks, discrete variables are often coded before
feeding into the networks in a way they can be treated as contin-
uous variables. The relationships of both neural classifiers and
neural function approximators with event pattern discovery have
been stated in [33].

A. Pattern Discovery as Residual Analysis

With the definition of patterns, our pattern discovery para-
digm discovers associations at event level, that is a localized
approach. In statistics, residual analysis provides valuable local

information about the organization of a domain characterized
by a sample set.

We propose to use residual as the statistic in testing the sig-
nificance of the pattern candidates. The problems of unstan-
dardized, wildly varying quantities, and arbitrary thresholds are
overcome by the use of residual. Furthermore, the residual is
easily interpreted in terms of the degree of satisfaction of the
discovery.

Suppose we have an event, the following terms are defined:
Definition 9: The residualof an event against a pre-as-

sumed model is defined as the difference between the actual oc-
currence of the event and its expected occurrence. That is

(4)

where is the expected occurrence under the pre-assumed
model estimated by the given sample set.

In practice, the residual is first standardized before any anal-
ysis is conducted.

Definition 10: [34] Thestandardized residualof event is
defined as the ratio of its residual and the square root of its ex-
pectation

(5)

Definition 11: [34], [35] Theadjusted residualof event is
defined as

(6)

where is the variance of .
If the pre-assumed model is log-linear, the standardized

residual and the adjusted residual are both asymptotically
normal distributed [34]–[36]. The adjusted residual is a better
estimate than standardized residual. Hence, we useas
as the test statistic for significant hypercells.

For a log-linear default model which is hierarchical and de-
composable, we can obtain a close form maximum likelihood
estimate of the variance of the residual. See [37] for the gen-
eral format and [36] for the special cases in mutual independent
models. The calculation of expected occurrence of an event is
tightly related to the chosen default model. In our system, there
are two special default models.

1) uniform distribution;
2) mutual independence.
In the uniform distribution case, the data is uniformly dis-

tributed throughout the volume of the bounded subspace,
, under consideration. Hence, within an event, of volume,
, the expected number of observations would be

(7)

where is the volume of , and is the total number of ob-
servations.

With the default uniform distribution model, the data is tested
against randomness, therefore, a pattern is a hypercell with sig-
nificantly larger number of data points. We call itconcentra-
tion-driven discovery.
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In the independent model, all variables are mutually indepen-
dent. The joint probability is just the product of the marginal
probabilities. Under this assumption, for an event, the ex-
pected number of observations would be

(8)

where is the marginal probability, which can be estimated as

(9)

where is the number of data points falls into the interval
(if variable is continuous) or are equal to (if variable is
discrete) when all data points are projected to the-th axiom.

With the default independent model, the data is tested against
independence, therefore, a significant event marks a subspace
where the different dimensions of the data exhibit strong rela-
tionships or interactions. Regions populated with data but void
of dependencies are detected as insignificant events. Negatively
significant events implies that the space is sparser than expected,
which may support some type of dependency. We call itdepen-
dency-driven discovery.

B. Pattern Discovery as Optimization

In practice, to automatically discover patterns in a given
sample set, we need to reformat the discovery into a mathe-
matical problem, so that we can take advantage of standard
computing scheme. Now that we have established pattern
discovery as a process of searching for events which maximize
a discovery criterion (the test statistic or adjusted residual), it is
natural to formulate discovery as an optimization problem.

If we have an arbitrary hypercell , we can represent by a
pair , where represents one of the corners of, and
represents the lengths of the edges. We have,

where is the -th coordinate of the reference point (corner)
and is the length of the edge of the-th axiom. We further
define

continuous
discrete

(10)

The pattern discovery problem is to

maximize

subject to : (11)

where is the minimum volume under consideration. See
[8], [33], [36] for details how to determine this value.

The objective function is the adjusted residual:

concentration discovery
dependency discovery

(12)

With the objectives and constraints, optimization methodolo-
gies, such as, generic algorithm and stimulated annealing can be
applied recursively in the sample space to discover the signifi-
cant hypercells as patterns.

V. INFERENCINGWITH PATTERNS FORDECISIONSUPPORT

A. Building Classifiers

Classification is an important task for decision support. A
classifier is a model of the problem domain that is able to guess
the “best” membership of an unseen object according to the
rules learned from previous experience. The “class” attribute is
normally categorical.

The classification problem can be formalized as determining
the value of a missing discrete attribute,, given a set of obser-
vations in sample spacecontaining . Let ( ) be jointly
distributed random variables with-dimensional vector de-
noting a feature (observation) vector in space and

denoting the attribute whose value is to be determined. The
missing-value problem is to find a decision rule that maps

into the domain of such that certain properties of the orig-
inal data set are preserved. The feature vectoris called a new
observationor a newobject, and its class label, or predicting
attribute. It is assumeda priori that attribute is discrete. In
traditional classification, or supervised learning,is a spe-
cial pre-defined attribute called “class” while in unsupervised
learning or for flexible prediction, can be any attribute de-
scribing the problem domain.

We argue that the patterns detected by dependency-driven
discovery can be dynamically re-organized to be a classifier,
solving the missing-value problem.

Based on the mutual information in information theory, the
difference in the gain of information when takes on the value

and when it takes on some other values, given, is a measure
of evidence provided by in favor of being a plausible value
of as opposed to other values. This difference, denoted by

, is defined as theweight of evidence,
which has the following form:

(13)

(14)

(15)

where is the mutual information.
The weight of evidence is positive if provides positive ev-

idence supporting taking on , otherwise, it is negative, or
zero. A negative weight of evidence implies that there is nega-
tive evidence provided by against taking on the value . In
other words, it is more likely for this attribute to take on another
value. A zero weight of evidence suggests thatis irrelevant to
the prediction of .

To calculate the weight of evidence, we need to estimate the
conditional probabilities or know the distribution, which are not
available on hand. However, according to [7], [36], the weight
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of evidence can be decomposed if significant event associations
related to and are known. That is

(16)

where is a sub-event of and satisfies

and

Based on [29], [36], events which are not statistically sig-
nificant can be considered irrelevant for the inference process.
The underlining model used in the pattern discovery process as-
sumes that the attributes are mutually independent. This implies
that, if an event is not statistically significant, the primary events
in it are randomly combined. The mutual information is approx-
imately zero. When calculating the weight of evidence, these
events can be eliminated. Thus, only the significant event asso-
ciations discovered from the data set are used in the inference
process. Then the calculation of weight of evidence is to find a
proper set of disjoint significant event associations fromand
to sum each individual weight of evidence provided by each of
them. That is to maximize

(17)
with sub-compound events , such that ( )
( ) is a significant event association and the inter-
section between and is empty if . Using significant
association patterns in the inference process makes it possible
not to go back to the original data set.

The classification process based on weight of evidence can
be summarized as follows. A set of primary eventsare ob-
served. The value of an unobserved attributeis going to be
determined with the significant event associations discovered
from the training data set. Given a set of significant associa-
tions related to attribute , the weight of evidence for each pos-
sible value of provided by the observation is calculated. These
weights are compared to find the most plausible value of. The
value can be considered as the most plausible value if the fol-
lowing conditions stand:

(18)

where and . For more details, refer to [9], [36]
Unlike traditional classifier, using the patterns as a model, any

missing values of a discrete variables can be classified.

B. Multivariate Probabilistic Density Estimation

The estimation of the probability density function (pdf) is a
central problem in multivariate data analysis, as evidence by
the large body of literature from a diversity of disciplines. The
density function gives a probabilistic description of the data’s
organization. Such a description is useful for data interpreta-
tion, regression, classification and prediction. In this section, we
demonstrate how to estimate the probability density function for
both discrete and continuous variables with patterns by concen-
tration-driven discovery.

1) Discrete pdf Estimation:To simplify notation, the event
indicator function is defined.

Definition 12: The indicator functionfor a event, , is
defined as,

otherwise
(19)

Employing the definitions for event volume and observed fre-
quency, we can assign to an event,, the following probability
density estimate

(20)

where, as usual, is the total number of sample points under
consideration. This definition is along the line of the general
nonparametric density estimate of Dudaet al. [38]. Note that
this probability density is just the probability estimateof (2),
divided by the event volume . We see immediately that the
normalization condition

is satisfied.
To obtain a discrete probability density function,, valid for

the entire sample space, since the events, , do not overlap,
we may write compactly

(21)

where and is the indicator function previously
defined. Note that for each, only one term in the summation
will have as the data point can only fall into one
event.

2) Continuous pdf Estimation:The set of discovered events
forms a discrete representation of the data. However, a contin-
uous description of the data’s organization is often preferred.
Evidently, smoothing is an important method of data analysis. It
turns out that the discrete representation of events can be easily
relaxed to produce a smooth representation of the data’s struc-
ture.2

The basic idea is to estimate a kernel for each event. The co-
hort of these kernels then provides a smooth approximation over
the sample space. The most popular kernel is the multivariate

2For the nature of the problem, we default that the variables for continuous
pdf estimation are all continuous.
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Fig. 3. From data to pdf. (a) Data events (points) in feature space. (b) Significant cells discovered. (c) Generalized kernels synthesis. (d) Probability density plot
generation.

Gaussian kernel since it is continuous everywhere and it satis-
fies

(22)

where

(23)

where is the mean, is the covariance matrix, is the
determinant of and the prime denotes transpose.

To fit a kernel to the event , with observed frequency
, we simply compute the mean and covariance matrix for the

data points contained in .

(24)

(25)

The covariance matrix is always symmetric and positive
semi-defined. In practice, the use of the kernel is restricted
to cases when is positive definite, so that the determinant
is strictly positive. The smoothed events can be strategically
combined to yield a continuous pdf estimate that satis-
fies probability axioms. Suppose discovery yields events

. The estimated discrete density is. Each

events is fitted with a kernel, as explained above. The
combined pdf is estimated by

(26)

where the kernel weight, , is defined as

(27)

We see that the normalization condition for densities is satis-
fied. An example of continuous density estimation can be illus-
trated by Fig. 3.

C. Interpretation of Patterns

Since events delineate a region of the sample space, produc-
tion rules and/or association rules can be easily extracted. It is
a straightforward process to transfer a significant hypercell (a
pattern) into an association rule and measure the strength of the
rule.

An association rule [39], [40] has the form of , where
and are sets of items (attribute-value pairs). Each associ-

ation rule is measured by two parameters, the support and the
confidence. The support of an association rule is basically the
probability of and the confidence is the conditional
probability estimated by frequency count from a given
data set.

Suppose there is a pattern , where
is either an interval or a discrete value . We can easily
transfer a pattern into an association rule by selecting a subset
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of as the right-hand side and the rest as the left-hand
and justify the strength of the rule by calculating the support
and confidence. Without loss of generality, we assume there is
only one item (attribute-pair) at the right-hand side. Then a rule
has the form

with quantitative measures

In addition to support and confidence as in association rules,
the weight of evidence can be used to measure the strength of
such a rule. The weight of evidence in support of, given

can be calculated by (13). Recall
that the weight of evidence is the gain of information when

takes on value of and when it takes on other values,
given . It can be interpreted as a
measure of similarity between and rest of , provided that

happens. This similarity shows the
strength of the association between the right-hand events and
the left-hand conditions. The higher the value, the stronger the
association.

When we transform a pattern into association rules, thresh-
olds such as support and confidence can be used to filter re-
sulting rules. Weight of evidence can also be calculated.

The major differences between pattern based association rule
and the conventional association rules are

• A pattern is statistically significant. There is no guarantee
that conventional association rules are statistically signif-
icant.

• A pattern based rule can be directly used in classification,
as shown in the previous section. However, association
rules are not designed for classification purpose [9], [41].
Two conventional association rules cannot be easily com-
bined to integrate partial information available for a clas-
sification task. This is not a problem with pattern based
association rules, as the weight of evidence provides such
a mechanism to combine partial information. See [9] for
more details.

D. Discovered Patterns as Queries for Class Data Retrieval

In the classical framework of pattern recognition, once a clas-
sifier is developed, it can be used to classify new set of data
given. In today’s data retrieval setting, the data could be widely
distributed and it is very difficult to retrieve data at large for clas-
sification and analysis. Traditional pattern recognition or neural
net approaches are based on the class probability model, dis-
criminant models, distance/similarity measures from a subset
class prototypes or class regions in the feature space. Almost all
of these methods are comparison based. That is, if we want to
classify a new candidate, we have to submit the candidate into
the classifier and find out though comparison, to which class it
belongs. If no prior knowledge is provided, we have to submit
all candidates into the classifier for comparison before we could
find out which of them belong to which class. This is a horren-
dous task if the database is huge.

With the pattern discovery approach, a new data retrieval and
classification process can be realized. First, if one is given a
training set of data, the system is able to generate all of the

significant patterns or rules for a class and rank them according
to their statistical strength. We can turn each significant pattern
into a query and use it to retrieve all candidates matching the
query from a huge database.

For instance, from the Wisconsin Cancer Data [42], [43], alto-
gether 52 patterns are discovered with confidence level at 90%.
The discovered patterns are ranked according to their residue
value.

These patterns can be used to select a subset of data from
very large data sources. An obvious choice for a query tech-
nology is the well-known structured query language (SQL). The
following figure shows an internal application to induce these
subsets of data based on certain patterns. The Wisconsin Breast
Cancer dataset has buried within it a number of patterns. One
such pattern relates the following attributes to class (can-
cerous):

Clump Thickness

and Normal Nuclei and Mitosis

The internal application, shown below, uses a variant of SQL
query that is generated interactively by selecting attribute value
pairs. The following query is generated:

The query:

SelectAs Subset1

From BreastCancerWisconsin

Where Clump Thickness And Normal

Nucleoli And Mitosis

to retrieve all the cancerous patients in the database with the
above patterns is shown the lower left window. Patients with all
other patterns can also be retrieved.

Fig. 4 shows the resulting data set.
In that case, we have shifted the class candidate retrieval from

a comparison base into a query search. Furthermore, for all those
candidates, we know also based on which pattern they are re-
trieved and classified. In the advent of information network of
data and world wide web, this would have significant impact on
knowledge retrieval and sharing.

VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have presented the new development in the
framework of data driven decision support based on pattern dis-
covery. It has been evolved for over twenty years and matured
and expanded rapidly in the last few years [7]–[10]. In this paper,
we have presented

1) the motivation, historical background and the rationale of
our approach;

2) a novel unified framework to define and represent
mixed-mode data, the most general and common data
encountered in today’s database;

3) the theoretical basis of pattern discovery based on statis-
tical residual and optimization principles;

4) a novel and unified framework to represent probability
models for discrete, continuous and mixed-mode data in
the form of pdf;
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Fig. 4. Result of the query.

5) an inferencing system using the discovered patterns and
weight of evidence for classification and prediction of
missing values under a general and flexible framework;

6) a new way of data retrieval by converting the discov-
ered patterns of various orders (ranked according to their
statistical significance if preferred) for each class into
queries for class data retrieval in a distributive database
setting with unlimited size—a very important paradigm
shift from a comparison based approach of class pattern
recognition and retrieval to automatic and comprehensive
query-based search; and

7) supporting validation evidences of the efficacy of the
proposed framework and its new development in solving
large scaled problem with online interactive capability.

From data to patterns and from patterns to rules/models, this
pattern based approach tries to bridge the gap between data and
knowledge. We argue that the real value of data (or information)
resides in the internal event associations occur in the domain.
Discovering these patterns without biased assumptions is the
first step in utilizing the collected data for decision support. In
our framework, patterns in mix-mode data are discovered by
residual analysis and an optimization process.

The patterns alone, however, only reflect local or point infor-
mation, which has limited power in decision making. To unleash
the power of the patterns, we have to develop inference mecha-
nisms that bring out the applicable knowledge. In the paper, we
present several such mechanisms including classification model
building, discrete and continuous probability density function
estimation, association rule generating and a new pattern based
class information retrieval method.

Further knowledge exploration via further mining is our cur-
rent research focus. In further mining, the discovered patterns
or rules pertaining to whichever classes, categories, decisions
or any instances within the data domain are at our finger tip and
can be synthesized for decision and presentation used as queries
for class data retrieval even outside of our original data domain.

In summary, with this approach, all patterns discovered
(aware or unaware by the users) are made explicit to enhance
understanding and interpretation. The system is flexible and
versatile in handling any kinds of data with noise and provides
the ways for a decision maker to have a broader, less biased

assessment of the problem domain. Our special algorithms also
make it one of the fastest association detection and inference
systems in the world. The system has been used successfully in
a number of complicated projects such as oil sands extraction
process optimization [44].

In conclusion, knowledge discovery provides an advantage
in data driven decision support. If applied successfully, it will
deliver many economic benefits in sectors such as health care,
financial services and customer relationship management. The
discovery of new knowledge from existing data will greatly ad-
vance the state-of-the-art of the current decision making/sup-
port technologies. It has the potential to change the way we live,
work and interact. With the proposed system and other pattern
discovery technologies, our ability to discover knowledge has
already had an impact on these sectors by deeper understanding
of the problem, more efficient planning and process controls.
As these technologies continue to expand, new models and new
modes of solution, to decision support are anticipated.
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